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The first experimental evidence of Alfven Wave Current Drive (AWCD) in a tokamak is ‘shown. In
a low-density experiment, an estimated 20-35’ kA out of 65 kA total current; or 30%-55% of the
total current has been driven. The estimated efficiency for current driven per unit RF input power
is approximately ZcnZP~=0.2 A/W, which is near the predicted efficiency, and corresponds to the
commonly used figure of merit, n,R0Z&/Z’,==0.4X 10” A mm2 W-l; where n, is plasma density
and R, is the major radius. The ‘significant 30%:40% drop in loop voltage observed cannot be
explained by any plausible increase in electron temperature T, , or decrease in inductive plasma
energy, or changes in plasma resistivity. Independently measured loop voltage, T, , effective ionic
charge Z&, and plasma inductance and’resistance are all consistent with&is conclusion. 0 2995
American Institute of Physics.

1. INTRODUCTION
Even though tokamaks are usually operated as pulsed
devices, they will not be attractive as controlled fusion
power reactors until some way of continuously driving the
plasma current’ is practical. Typically the pulsed toroidal
tokamak plasma current is driven by an inductively coupled
Ohmic transformer. A pulsed design with its attendant thermal and mechanical stresses would not be compatible with
continuous reactor power output.
Of the several noninductive current drive schemes that
have been tried, Lower Hybrid Current Drive (LHCD) has
been the most successful so far in tokamaks2-5 including
synergism (LHCD+FWCD)6 with fast magnetosonic waves
(FWCD),7 and current drive from electron cyclotron waves
(ECCD),’ and neutral beams (NBCD).9 We sho.w in this paper evidence that Alfven Wave Current Drive (AWCD) of
20-35 kA out of 65 kA or 30%-55% of the total plasma
current has been achieved in a low-density plasma in the
Phaedrus-T tokamak. The primary evidence is a large (30%40%) drop in plasma loop voltage, while the Ohmic resistance rises during the RF pulse. Measurements of Thomson
Scattering electron temperature, effective ionic charge Zen
from visible bremsstrahlung emission, plasma inductance
from a plasma termination experiment, and estimated overall
power balance all support this conclusion. The AWCD increases the internal inductance by approximately 4%-8%,
and we estimate that 3% of the RF power has been converted
.’
to poloidal field energy.
’
There are numerous theoretical predictions that in an inhomogeneous magnetized plasma Alfvkn waves can have a
resonance. lo Electron heating b y Alfven waves at a spatially
localized surface,‘i’i2 can then occur, e.g., in the solar
coronal3 or during the formation of aurora1 arcs14 or in
tokamaks.t5 In a tokamak, electron heatingt6-‘* and current
drive” for frequencies below the ion gyrofrequency o<w,,.
*Paper 8IA2, Bull. Am. Phys. Sot. 39, 1720 (1994).
bwited speaker.
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(Alfven regime) is accessible using the Ion Cyclotron Range
of Frequencies (ICRF)’ fast wave antenna heating systems.
This.scenario. takes advantage of mode conversion from antenna launched fast, magnetosonic (FM) wave. fields.‘6,20t21
The FM wave is a compressional wave polarized in the righthand circular or electron diamagnetic direction, which can
propagate perpendicular, as well as parallel to the magnetic
field lines. The Phaedrus-T antenna launches predominantly
FM waves.
There are many reasons why it makes sense to investigate AWCD. Low wave phase speed (u+) Current Drive
(CD) is attractive because less power is required to push a
slow electron than a fast one. These waves resonate near the
electron thermal speed u, and Landau damp on the large
bulk electron population. There is no high-density cutoff,
which is an advantage over LHCD. In fact, higher densities
will lead .to lower Alfvin speeds, hence a lower ratio v Jv e
and therefore higher current drive efficiency. Spatially localized waves22’23and mode conversioi? have been observed
in several Alfven wave experiments, and some success with
AWCD was observed in the RO ‘stellaratoc2’ If this local RF
power deposition scales to larger devices, it should be possible to tailor profiles of plasma current Zp and electron temperature T,. Radio frequency (RF) hardware in this frequency range of l-20 MHz is reliable and large transmitter
power is inexpensive. For electron heating or CD (even with
FM waves), ion resonances and undesirable ion heating can
be avoided, provided W<O,i. The Alfven regime is therefore
being considered for the International Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor (ITER).z6
Historically AWCD has not gotten much experimental
attention because mirror electron trapping” is. theoretically
predicted for v +w v e in tokamaks. If one assumes that particles orbiting along helical magnetic field B lines conserve
magnetic moment W,IB, then those particles traveling “up”
the magnetic field gradient will increase their perpendicular
kinetic energy W, at the expense of parallel energy WII.
Since the toroidal magnetic field increases at small major
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radius, particles with relatively small i&‘/lcompared with W,
tend to reflect near the high-field side and be “trapped” on
banana orbits. Since low phase speed current drive affects
these slower electrons, and if the “passing” population is
thus reduced, then trapping may reduce or eliminate CD. The
trapped fraction of electrons is proportional to the ratio of
banana bounce frequency wb to (Coulomb) collision detrapping frequency v, . One potential pitfall of low phase speed
CD is that thermal electron heating from waves with u ,+a v e
would tend to increase v, , decrease v, , and exacerbate these
trapping problems. Others conjecture trapping is not a
problem.28.29In any case, this issue has never been experimentally tested. The pioneering Alfven wave experiments on
the Tokamak i Chauffement Alfv&n (TCA)30 that could have
addressed this issue were plagued by an uncontrollable density rise that greatly complicated their experiments. In
Phaedrus-T the use of insulating antenna limiters solves this
problem.3’
There is a significant database for Alfvdn wave and Alf&n heating experiments and theoretical work done at TCA,
and the somewhat smaller Torus of the University of Sydney
(TORTUS) tokamak. Alfvin heating was observed on stellarators such as Proto-Cleo33 and Heliotron-D,34 and AWCD
was apparently observed in the RO-5 stellarator.“5 In small
tokamaks such as Tokapole,23 in situ measurements of Alfvdn wave fields were carried out, and evidence of discrete
AlfvCn eigenmodes were observed in the Texas Experimental
Tokamak PRETEXT.36 In linear solenoidal devices with a
hot cathode source,37 an arc jet38 device, theta pinch,39 and
tandem mirrors,40,4’ measurements of Alfvkn wave field
structures have been made.
The organization of this paper is as follows. In the Introduction we outline the significance of Alfvkn Wave Current
Drive in tokamaks and this proof of principle experiment.
Section II includes an experimental description, Sec. III a
definition of current drive efficiency, in Sec. IV we present
the experimental evidence for AWCD, in Sec. V we describe
measurements of plasma inductance and resistance with a
plasma turn-off experiment, in Sec. VI we estimates the fraction of AWCD, in Sec. VII we outline an approximate power
balance, in Sec. VIII we describe the relevant time scales,
and Sec. IX shows a relationship between the optimal wave
number and plasma density or ion skin depth, with conclusions offered in Sec. X.
II. EXPERIMENT DESCRIPTION
Phaedrus-T is a medium-sized tokamak42 with a major
radius Ro=0.93 cm and minor radius a =0.25 m, with a peak
central electron temperature of T,(O)=300-500 eV. For this
experiment we operated the device with a nominal hydrogen
gas fill, plasma current of 1,,=65 kA, edge safety factor q(a)
-3.5, line-averaged density (n,)--2.3X lOI* mw3, toroidal
magnetic field of Bo=0.67 T on axis. Boronization with Trimethyl Boron43 and time programmable gas puffing was
critical to wall conditioning and control of RF-induced gas
reflux.
A two strap fast wave antenna array3’ consisting of two
low-field side toroidally spaced poloidal current straps subtending 60” of a poloidal arc was used to drive wave fields,
2264
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with phase speed v+= elk,, corresponding to an electron
thermal speed where T,-50-150
eV, or a parallel index of
refraction Nll”ck,lo=70.
There is no Faraday shieId,30 and
vacuum loading, or Ohmic dissipation in the antenna and due
to image currents in the tokamak walls, accounts for approximately 30% of the total 300-400 kW available from the
transmitter. Operation was at a frequency of 6.53 and 7.00
MHz or w/o,~ ~0.7 on axis. Two straps were spaced at 15
cm and phased at [0,7r/2], corresponding to traveling wave
launch parallel to the direction of the electron current. The
measured peak of the vacuum k, spectrum was at k,mO.l
cm-‘, and the poloidal mode spectrum includes [ml ~2. The
ICRF antennas at the edge launch evanescent Fast Magnetosonic (FM) fields that extend into the plasma, approximately
as emkzr. In the usual cylinder model picture of the Alfvdn
resonance, the density and B, gradients affect the local Alfvin speed v*(r) and the Alfvin frequency,
t.o’,( r) =

[n+mlq(r)]2

co2

R2

(

1-z

ct 1

U~W~

(1)

where the toroidal and azimuthal mode numbers are n, m,
the ion cyclotron frequency is wJR = Ro), and the safety
mode confactor is q(r) . If v ,+I<u, , theory predicts44,3’a29*45
version to a Kinetic Alfv& Wave (KAW), with substantial
Landau damping onto the electrons. A directional wave
launch would thus induce more AWCD, and a nondirectional
launch would heat the electrons.
Ill. CURRENT DRIVE EFFICIENCY
If RF power density is applied to a plasma, the portion of
it dissipated by collisions is
A~D=~WJII

Aq

wbq),

(2)

where the collisions mediate a transfer of momentum between RF waves and the electrons. In this case the Coulomb
collision frequency scaies as
In A wie
2.
%3II(q[) = - 2rr -y=ne(vI;+v:)-3’
n,v

(3)

The resulting plasma current from the momentum transfer is
AJ=n,e

dull.

(4)

A suitable figure of merit is the current density driven per
unit RF power density,“46*47
m

AJ

e

1

v i v i =hPd=- me q%dq)
.
A dimensionless efficiency quantity + (Fisch-Kamey)’ calculated using a Fokker-Planck collision operator is given by
5

-77--;-=
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A Jlen,u,
(6)
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’

In Fig. I we plot G vs u Jve from the original FischKarney’ calculations, where ;i (Fisch-Karney) is given on
the left-hand vertical axis. This axis scale coincides with
2X 6 (Ehst-Karuey) from the formulation of Ehst-Karney,48
which accounts for a more realistic Ze+ 1, where the respective 5 for Landau damping (labeled LD) and Transit Time
lntrator et at.
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stripped impurity) cyclotron gyroresonances do not interfere
with the interpretation of the experiment, and fall, respectively, outside the low-field side antenna limiter and near the
high-field side limiter. The wave number spectrum is constrained to k,-0.05-0.15
cm-’ when our antenna array is
phased for a traveling wave launch. Larger k, (smaller v+)
might result in less FM wave access to the core because of
the radial edge evanescence mentioned in Sec. II, or miss the
Alfvdn resonance altogether. On the other hand, one might
exploit more extensive antenna arrays, or the radial upshift
for inward -propagating k, ,51 or heavier ion species with
lower Alfvin speeds (e.g., He3) or Alfvgn ion-ion hybrid
scenarios to gain access to more efficient AWCD regimes.
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FIG. 1. Plot of normalized current drive efficiency Here Gco defined in Eq.
(6) versus u+lue, with efficiency I,-JPRF in A/W on the right-hand scale.
The upper and lower experimental data regions indicated by the diagonal
hatched lines are, respectively (ICn!Pa#‘hY and (Ic&Pa$“g. Error bars for
Zfl=3 follow from the SO% uncertainty id r,. The figure of merit,
y&A W-’ rne2) can be calculated from Eq. (8) using (n,)=2.3X10’8,m-3
and R,=0.93 m.

Magnetic Pumping (labeled ‘ITMP) damping mechanisms
are displayed. The damping is expected to be’ mostly LD
with some fraction of TTMP. Apparently + (Ehst-Kamey)48
is normalized,
such that it corresponds to $2
(Fisch-Karney).’ The right-hand vertical axis shows the efficiency ICdPRF(AIW) = v rra2/(2 TRoTa j resealed to our
experimental parameters, where
;i(Fisch-KarneyjTJkeV)
n,(mw3)ln(A)

*

(71

For comparison with other experiments, a standtid figure of
merit is
(8)
For low phase speed v +<v, , so that the collisionality
~+~~~(u~~=const,and therefore the efficiency ij=l/vll
gets
large, as seen in Fig. 1 for u +/v,e 1. In this regime the large
ratio of momentum to energy content4”’ (k,lw) would yield
high efficiency if trapping were not a problem?’ The crosshatched regions near v Jve -1 correspond to the error bar
limited region, where our AWCD data is estimated to lie on
this plot. The lower value is an engineering efficiency
based on the total PRF that gets into the core, the larger value
is a physics efficiency that is based only on the estimated
PRF that does the AWCD, and not the portion that does
the electron heating, as outlined in Sec. VII. The experimental data lie near ij the predicted efficiency. This experimental
data corresponds to an engineering yco-0.34-0.47X
lOI
ycD-0.68-0.92x
1018
A W-’ mw2, and
a physics
A W-’ rnv2.
Several competing considerations constrained these initial experiments to fall near the minimum of the efficiency
curve in Fig. 1. Frequency and wave number determine the
experimentally available wave phase speeds v +, which in
these data fall near v ,+w u e . Frequency was chosen so that
the hydrogen (nominal fill gas) and deuterium (or fully
Phys. Plasmas, Vol. 2, No. 6, June 1995

IV. EXPERIMENTAL

EVIDENCE FOR AWCD

Since the CD efficiency ‘17favors low density, we chose a
low-density experiment where n,(0)=3X 1018 rne3, compared with the typical operation at n,(O)-2X10”
rnm3, to
show that a substantial fraction (20-40 kA) out of the total
tokamak plasma current (65 kA) could be driven. At low
density there is less collisional relaxation, therefore, more
momentum available per particle. AWCD is not measured
directly, but inferred from a drop in loop voltage not explainable by any measurable changes in plasma conductivity calculated from Thomson scattering T, , visible bremsstrahlung
emission Z,, line density n,, launch RF power, or inductance inferred from the plasma position and a plasma termination experiment.
A typical tokamak shot is summarized in Fig. 2, where
approximately 200 kW of ICRF coupled power (vacuum
loading is already subtracted out) gates on with approximately four times the Ohmic power during time llO- 160
ms. The plasma current is maintained by a feedback system,
but the loop voltage VIoopdrops promptly some 30%-40%,
and drifts up slowly, while the RF power droops by 30%, and
RF-generated impurities increase the plasma resistivity. During the RF pulse, the plasma current Ip changes less than
-+0.3%, the interferometer line density changes by less than
?5%, and the plasma position as measured by sine-cosine
coils is stable to within +0.2 cm or 0.2%. The total plasma
emission increases by 40%-70%, as shown by the pyrobolometer signal that views..the entire poloidal section, and the
Soft X-Ray (SXR) signal that increases. Visible bremsstmhlung radiation %a from which we infer ZeR is shown here to
increase 40%-70%. In Fig. 3, the radial electron temperature
profile as measured in a vertical chord by Thomson scattering is shown. Within the error bars of +20%, T,(r) does not
change during the RF pulse.
The AWCD drop in loop volts cannot be due to a decrease in plasma’resistivity. The Z,, radial‘profile data in Fig.
4 show that plasma resistivity increases during RF. Visible
bremsstrahlung radiation emissivitys2 qpZ,@zT,
‘I2 is
measured, and Abel inverted Z&r-j increases by 40%-70%
during the RF pulse. This would correspond to either a decrease in T, or an increase in density, but these are measured
to be constant. In Fig. 4, the Z,, profile does not change
much, but increases from Z,,alS
some 10 ms before RF
begins, to 2,~2.5 some 10 ms after the RF pulse begins. As
lntrator et a/.
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FIG. 3. Multipoint Thomson scatteringelectron temperature,measuredin a
vertical chard, averagedover 18 shots with RF (solid circles) and 20 (empty
circles) without RF.

averaging window about the plasma cutoff time, where energy confinement time is approximately 4-6 ms. The lowestorder approximation for Ohmic current,
@&, = zt,t - ZCD,
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FIG. 2. Typical tokamak shot showing AWCD with diagnosticsfrom top to
bottom, loop voltage (V), RF power excluding vacuum loading (kW), antenna plasma loading excluding vacuum loading (R), horizontal plasma position (cm), total toroidal plasma current, SXR emission at r=6 cm lowfield side (nA), total radiation from pyrobolometer (a.u.), visible
bremsstrahlungevvssignal used for the Z,, calculation (a.u.), line-averaged
density from the interferometer (cme3).

shown in the next section, the AWCD drop in loop volts
cannot be due to a change in inductance.
V. PLASMA TURN-OFF EXPERIMENTS
The plasma inductance (L) and resistance (R) was measured with a plasma termination experiment. For a series of
nominally identical shots, Ohmic power supply and RF
power are cut off, and the plasma cohnnn presumably dissipates on L/R time scales. Prior to the plasma termination,
total plasma current ZP is clamped at a constant value by
Ohmic and operator feedback, while the loop voltage is allowed to change from RF effects, as in Fig. 2. The circuit
equation,

VI= IotnnR

JZt*t
a.
+ ztot dt 1

+ L dt

is solved before and after cutoff time, yielding two equations, and two unknowns (L,R). We assume that to lowest
order L(O),R(O)do not change too much during the + 1.5 ms
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(10)

is estimated to be proportional to the difference between
AWCD reduced loop volts and the fitted loop volts, as seen
in Fig. 5. We initially treat I,,( dLldt) as a small correction,
and from a series of nominally identical shots calcuIate
L”‘(t), R”‘(f) without it. From Eq. (9), we find the adjusted
Z#,, using Z,,,( dL/dt), L(O),R(O),and recalculate L(‘)(t),
R”‘(t). The result shown in Fig. 6 is that L”‘(t) increases
some 4%-8% over 40 ms during the RF pulse. Here R(*)(t)
increases 40%-70% over this time interval, which is consistent with the ZeR, eve data, which is overlaid for comparison
and corresponds to the increase in resistivity due to RFinduced impurity generation, The Ohmic I#,, decreases
from 65 to 30-40 kA, corresponding to AWCD 1,-=25-35
kA during the entire RF pulse.
A check on I,,( dLldr) shows that it is approximately O.l0.25 V, which is smaller than the RF-induced change in loop
volts, consistent with the initial presumption.
The total inductance of the toroidaI current channel depends on the geometry and internal inductance li )-
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FIG. 4. Calculated Zca radial profile, Abel inverted from multiple chord
measurementsof eve, as shown in Fig. 2, taken at times 10 ms before and
after the start of RR
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FIG. 5. Example shot showing a time record of loop voltage, with the curve
fitted estimation of what V,oopwould be with rising Z,,, but no AWCD to
depressthe VI,, .

(16)

corresponding to ZCo= 20-25 kA. But the experimental ratio
Z,u/P,,
following from Eq. (16), was predicated on constant Z,, , whereas Fig. 4 shows that it rises 40%, increasing
the estimate Z&Zno RF=40%-60% corresponding to a maximum Zcn=30-40 kA, consistent with Fig. 6(d). We estimate
a pessimistic engineering efficiency (ZcdPRF)““g assuming
2025 kA to 32t5 kA from Fig. 6 and assuming RF power
input P, from Fig. 2. We estimate from LION,53 a twodimensional toroidal cold plasma code and a kinetic code
ALFA’~ that 70%-85% of the P, gets past the edge to the
plasma core and Alfvin resonance region, so that during the
RF pulse the P,
varies between P,,wl50-200
kW
X(0.70-0.85)-105
to 170 kW RF power coupled to the core
plasma, yielding
(z~/P,)e”s~O.19-f0.04

L-~,Ro[ln(8Rla)-2+li/2].

A/W.

The measured L(t) from Fig. 6 at plasma turn-off increases
slowly, 4%-846, during the RF pulse, which would inductively drive the loop voltage up, not down. The plasma radial
position is held steady within 0.2%, so that the internal inductance,

1 G(P)
Ii= I 02~~d~,
8

(12)

2.2 :’

s
1.8

must be affected by the RF. As the AWCD flux diffuses inward, the shape of Ip probably peaks slowly throughout the
RF pulse, to account for the Zi integral that increases an
estimated 20% with time.

0.53MHz

~Jun94

...,_,I
I

“f

VI. ESTIMATE FRACTION OF AWCD

R, no RF

We estimate the amount of current drive with a circuit
model, using Spitzer resistivity for the Ohmic portion of the
current. A uniform toroidal electric field is assumed from
loop voltage,

with a circuit model given by Eq. (9). Ohmic current IO,
driven .by the measured loop volts decreases during RF
pulse. For now, we neglect the small inductive corrections.
Including them will increase our estimate of AWCD. From
(9) we can estimate the fractional ratio of AWCD to total
tokamak current as IcD/Itot,
ICD

-p--l--m------io

RF

VP”
V,

4,

RF

RRF ’

(14)

where the plasma resistance R~Z,f~T~‘2, so that the ratio
lCD
-Zno RF

VW
’- +
VI

z eff no RF T3/2
e.RF
Z,,

(17)

(11)

RE $12
’
d.llO RF

iw

For T, and Z,+==zonst during RF, AWCD fraction would
be
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PIG. 6. (a) Plasma inductance L, and (b) resistanceR, time evolution as
inferred from a plasma termination experiment. Solid circles indicate data
from times during RF pulse, open diamonds from other times for this shot
series, and open squaresare from similar shots with no RP during tokamak
discharge. The curve fit to diamonds and squares corresponds to L,(t),
R,(t) with no applied RF power. (b) Chord measurementat r=O ofqe,
scaled so +a matchesRF before the RF pulse, agreeswell with the inferred
R, , both in time evolutron and magnitude. (c) Ohmic fraction and total Ip
and (d) inferred time evolution of 1,-n peaking at 35 kA from AWCD including the L, , R, data.
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TABLE I. Comparison of Phaedrus-TexperimentalAWCD efficiency (both engineering and physics efficiencies) with CD experimentson other devices.The various acronymshave CD appendedfor Current Drive, where
AW denotes the Alfven Wave CD, LH denotes the Lower Hybrid CD, IV denotesthe Fast (Magnetosonic)
Wave CD, FW+LH denotesthe synergistic Fast Wave+Lower Hybrid CD, ECCD denotesthe Electron Cyclotron CD, and NB denotesthe Neutral Beam CD experiments.We note that the conventional scaled parameter. -yco = (icolPa&,&?O
favors larger denser machines than Phaedrus-T.
CD method

Experimental data

From theory GcD

Standardscaled experimental
%%

theory
1.9x 1oi9-7=-2wR,, In A n: ii

AWCD engineering
physics
LHCD4
FWCD7
FW+LHCD6
ECCD*
NBCD9

ww
0.19r0.04
0.27AO.05
0.2- 1
0.11
0.1-2
0.06
0.08

ww
Phaedrus-T
PLT
D-IIID
JET
T-10
DITE

We estimate from ALFA~~ that approximately 70% of the
P,, that gets past the edge resides in wave numbers that
should contribute to AWCD, instead of electron heating. A
more optimistic physics efficiency follows from reduced
P,,-HO-200
kWX(O.70-0.85)X0.7-75
to 120 kW RF
power coupled to the core plasma, yielding
(ZcDlP&h~~0.27-+0.05

A/W.

(18)

This lower value of P,, turns out to be consistent with the
power balance arguments of the next section. The inductive
dLl& term will increase this estimate further.
The usual calculations of efficiency46*47 from Eqs. (6)
and (71,
1.9X1O’9 T,(keV)
[CD@)
PRF(W)% 2rrRo In A n,(me3)

_
‘cD’
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0.25-0.8

(A M-2 W-‘)x 10”
0.04~0.008
0.06t0.01
0.5-3
0.09-O. 12
2-4
0.15
0.2-0.3

VII. POWER BALANCE
Even though the RF power input (P,p160-200
kW,
180 kW average) is three to four times the Ohmic power
input (Poh,=55 kW before RF), measurements of the edge
density and temperature, radiated power, or stored plasma
particle energy do not account for the excess pawer input.
Possibly some of the extra power is converted to poloidal
field energy by the increase in plasma internal inductance
that we show in Fig. 6. The edge temperature is observed to
increase approximately 50% from 25 to 30-40 eV, requiring
some 4-4 J. For the following discussion, we will neglect
this edge energy deposition, and also note that we cannot
experimentally distinguish between heating power and current drive power, The particle energy is
WnT=~~(Ti-tT,)XV~250

J,

(20)

(19)

where ijco-8-15
and for T,=0.5?0.1 keV yields the theoretical estimate of IcdPRF=0.25-0.8
A/W for Phaedrus-T
parameters, and a theoretically estimated physics figure of
merit, ~~D=(lcdPRF)n,R,-0.55-1.7X
10” A W-’ rnm2. In
order to raise the conductivity enough to account for the
AWCD data, i.e., the observed drop in VloDp, we would require a decrease in R, in spite of measured increase in Z,n
inferred from evB. Therefore, the T, would have to rise
35%-40%, significantly exceeding estimated errors in Thomson scattering T, of -220%.
Table I shows a comparison of the current drive efficiency for the Phaedrus-I AWCD benchmarked against various other better known experiments. The experimental data
in column 2 shows a favorable comparison with other CD
scenarios, and (Lco/Pnn)phy overlaps the theoretical expectation. The experimental scaling from Eq. (8) most commonly
used to compare CD efficiency is shown in column 3, and
tends to favor larger and denser experiments than that of Fig.
2, where (n,)=2.3X lOI rnv3.
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where V is the plasma volume, and the inductive energy
increases with time,
(21)
so that $.L1’=4300 J and the poloidal field energy far exceeds the particle energy, i.e., Wi”d~WnT. A 4%-8% increase in L leads increases inductive energy by 250 J, which
is approximately equal to Wn,, corresponding to approximately 6 kW power input over 40 ms. RF power input is
three to four times the Ohmic power input, but energy confinement degrades from L-mode scaling,
rEx &/( 1 f P,&P‘),,,,,) ‘t2,

(221

relative to Ohmic 6, so with additional RF power, r,(RF)
decreases to 0.5-0.7s.
In order to maintain the degraded power balance, we
would require approximately twice the previous Ohmic input
power, 2 x Pohm (before RF)- 110 kW. The Ohmic input
power during the RF pulse Pot,,,, (during RF)=20 kW is
lntrator et al.
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estimated as the reduced Ohmic current from Fig. 6 times the
loop voltage from Fig. 5. The RF power input P, is taken
from Fig. 2, where we estimate from LION a two-dimensional
toroidal cold plasma codes3 that 85% of the average P, is
absorbed in the Alfvin resonance region. The P, peaks ,at
t=120-130 ms, so for peak AWCD we take PM=200 kW
X0.85-170 kW. Then power in minus the power out is estimated as
Pm+ Poh
-170

-1

.I

k,,, ~0h,,

nfn(o)

2

3
2
5

a

[during RF]- 2 X Pohm [before ~RF]
kW+20

kW-10

kW=80

kW.

(23)

Almost half the RF power is unaccounted for. We speculate that the “extra” 80 kW of RF power is available, to
increase the poloidal field energy and inductance. This is
consistent with the reduced P,-75-120
kW available for
AWCD we invoked for Eq. (18). .The ratio of RF power
converted poloidal field energy would then be approximately
6 kW/80 kW-7.S%, corresponding to 3%‘of the total P,.
VIII. TIME SCALES
For this experiment, the short 5-10 ms experimental
time scale for loop voltage drops is consistent with poloidal
AWCD flux deposition near the edge. Fractional changes in
the Z,wconst current profile and inductive energy are small,
so loop voltage changes can occur. much faster than changes
in the current profile. Changes in tokamak plasma current (in
series with the Ohmic Power Supply) ought to occur on an
inductive L/2Rw70 ms time scale. On the other hand, if the
inductance increases, then the poloidal flux must diffuse inward much faster than resistive time scales,
qpIU.0U2h

I

(24)

which are smaller on the edge because resistivity is high at
the edge ~=Z,,ln(h)lT~‘~.
At lower densities, theory
and code predictions44V45 locate Alfvdn resonances. -and
continuum damping nearer the-plasma edge than.the core,
near rlae0.7.
At higher densities,. theory and code
predictionsat45 locate Alfvdn resonances in the plasma core,
and hence more centrally localized AWCD.
IX. OPTIMAL WAVE NUMBER
Density scaling can be observed when the wave number
is normalized to the ion skin depth C/O,i . In Fig. 7 we show
the AWCD-induced change in loop voltage normalized to the
loop voltage prior to the RF pulse plotted versus the dominant vacuum launch kz component of the antenna. This appears to show an optimum wave number location,
k,clopi(r=O)~
1, for this frequency, w=O.70,, (r=O),.on
the Alfven ion-ion hybrid dispersion relation.17 These data
suggest that for high-density operation; a compact antenna
launching large kz would be useful.
Larger k, (smaller z~+j might result in less FM wave
access to the core because of the radial edge evanescence
mentioned in Sec. II. On the other hand, one might increase
density with ion mass, or exploit more extensive antenna
arrays, or the radial upshift for inward propagating k, ,” or
heavier ion species with lower Alfven speeds and lower
Phys. Plasmas, Vol. 2, No. 6, June 1995

-2.

-1
0
1
2
k,C~ c /w,Fi n=(n)

3

I-l%. 7. Normalized drop in AWCD-induced lodp voltage plotted against
dominant vacuum spectrum wave number normalized to the ion skin depth
K= k,qlo,, , where the density and ion skin depth is calculated from avergged line density on the bottom scale, and estimatedpeak density on the Jop
scale.

u&/u, (e.g., D, He3, T) or Alfvdn ion-ion hybrid’8,55 scenarios to gain access to AWCD regimes more efficient than
shown here.
X. CONCLUSION
We have shown the first experimental evidence of
AWCD in a tokamak. We estimate a minimum of 20 kA to a
peak 32 kA?5 kA out of 65 kA total current, or 30%-55%
of the total has been driven. The experimental estimate
for efficiency depends strongly on what fractions of the
launched RF power P, we assume are coupled to AWCD
and electron heating. For peak AWCD the engineering efficiency iscalculated from the inferred current drive and total
P& applied (Ic,/PR,)e”g=0.19+0.04
A/W. The physics efficiency (Z&P& phy=0.27+0.05 A/W follows from the
smaller estimated P, fraction that is coupled to AWCD.
7 The predicted IC,lP,=0.25-0.8
AIW for a Z,,~2-3 is
slightly above (ZC,/PRF)e”g, overlaps our physics estimate
phy, and is consistent with a smaller estimate of
&dP,)
coupled P, and our inability to distinguish between heating
and CD P,. The significant 30%-40% drop in loop voltage
we observe cannot be explained by any plausible increase in
T, , or decrease in inductive plasma energy Wind, or the associated inductive loop voltage corrections LdI,ldt
or
IJ dLldt), or changes in .Z,#.
Independently measured Vloop, T, , Z,, and calculated
L, R areall consistent with this conclusion.
The bootstrap current fraction for the tokamak discharges, such as shown in Fig. 2 is, at most, a very small
fraction of the noninductive current driven. We estimate56 it
as
I,s!I,~0.67p,~“2~~%,

(25) .

where the inverse aspect ratio e=alR,, and the poloidal beta
&GO.l.
Low phase speed CD is attractive because less power is
required to push a slow electron than a fast one, and these
waves resonate near v, and Landau damp on the large. bulk
electron population. AWCD has the potential to provide spalntrator et al.
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tially tunable noninductive current profiles, tailoring profiles
of plasma current I,, and electron temperature T,, with no
high-density limit, which is an advantage over LHCD. In
fact, high density would be an advantage, because of the
consequent low Alfvdn speed, and hence low u Jut and high
efficiency. In a low aspect ratio tokamak, where the densities
are high and the toroidal B field is low, the low uA is especially attractive, and investigations of whether trapping is an
issue would be crucial.
Several issues are left for future investigations. We hope
to reduce the value of Z,, to increase the CD efficiency, as
seen from the calculations of Ehst-Karney and shown in Fig.
1. This would probably be more effective than merely adding
more RF power. Some experimental evaluation of the validity of the electron trapping arguments needs to be carried
out, because these objections, if valid, could severely restrict
the usefulness of AWCD. On the other hand, to gain access
to AWCD regimes more efficient than shown here, one might
exploit more extensive antenna arrays, or the radial upshift
for inward propagating k, ,51 or heavier ion species with
lower Alfvdn speeds and lower udu, (e.g., D, He3, or T), or
Alfvin ion-ion hybrid’8955 scenarios.
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